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ELLIPTIC AND HYPERBOLIC PLANES 
12. We now consider a plane &c with a fixed Hermitian polarity n. 
As we have seen in the previous chapter, it amounts to saying that we 
represent &c by a fixed Jordan algebra A, such that n(x)=x, if x EA 
is a primitive idempotent or x2 = 0. 
If the polarity n is elliptic, we call & c together with n an elliptic plane; 
if n is hyperbolic, we call & c with n a hyperbolic plane. In the latter case 
we shall call a point x idempotent if x2 = x and nilpotent if x2 = 0; similarly 
for lines x. 
4. 7 states that the line passing through two distinct nilpotent points 
is idempotent. Dually two distinct nilpotent lines intersect at an idem-
potent point. From this the next proposition is an easy consequence: 
(12.1) If xis nilpotent point in &c, then there is exactly one nilpotent line 
passing through x, viz., the line x. x is the only nilpotent point on x. 
The following statement gives information abou·~ idempotent points 
and lines. 
(12.2) If u is an idempotent point in &c, then the number of nilpotent 
lines passing through u is either zero or at least two. Dually an idempotent 
line contains either no nilpotent points or at least two. 
Proof. Suppose through u passes a nilpotent line x. In the Peirce 
decomposition with respect to u we have x E Eo, Q(x) = 0. A well-known 
theorem then says that Eo has a basis of nilpotent points. As dim Eo;;;. 2, 
there exists a nilpoint line y =1= x through u. The dual statement is proved 
in a similar way. 
If A defines a hyperbolic plane & c, we shall call the set of nilpotent 
points the conic of the hyperbolic plane. If x is a point of the conic, the 
line x can be considered as a tangent to the conic. A point is called inner, 
if there pass no tangents through it, outer in the other case. 
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13. In this section we shall examine, which points lie on a nilpotent 
line (or tangent). If t2 =0, there is a primitive idempotent u with nt=O 
(3.25). In the Peirce decomposition with respect to n we have t E E0 , 
Q(t) = 0. We have already seen that t is the only nilpotent point on t. 
Now let v be a point on t. If 
v=!(e-n)+x, xEEo, Q(x)=i, 
then 
(t, v)=(t, x)*O (4.4). 
Now suppose 
v=n+!Q(y)(e-n)+y o y+y, y E E1. 
Then 
(t, v) = (t, yo y). 
If Q(y)oFO, then z=Q(y)-1 yo y E Eo, Q(z)=i. From (t, v)=O then follows 
(t, z) = 0. But this is impossible, according to 4.4. Hence we must have 
Q(y) = 0. Then Q(y o y) = 0 (3.4), so (t, v) = 0 is equivalent to 
y 0 y=J.t, 
as follows from 4.5. 
(13.1) lftEEo, toFO, Q(t)=O, then for yEE1: 
yo y=J.t ~ ty=O ~ y=tz for some z E E1. 
Proof. We shall prove: 
ty = 0 =* y = tz for some z E E1 =* y o y = J.t =* ty = 0. 
So let ty = 0. From 3.5a it follows that 
t1(ty) + t(t1y) = i(t, h)y 
for t1 E Eo. Now take any t1 E Eo with (t, h)* 0. 
Then 
So, if we take 
then 
y = 4(t, t1)-1 t(t1y). 
z = 4(t, t1)-1 t1y, 
y=tz: 
Now suppose y=tz, z E E1. 
3.6a gives 
tz o tz+z o t(tz)=i(z, tz)t. 
Now, by 3.5, t(tz)=!Q(t)z=O, as Q(t)=O. Hence 
yo y=tz o tz=i(z, tz)t. 
Finally suppose yo y=J.t. If J.=O, then yo y=O, hence y=O (4.3) 
and ty=O. If AoFO, then 
ty=J.-1(y 0 y)y 
=J.-1.:!-Q(y)y (3.7). 
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But 
0 = Q(t) = 11. -2Q(y)2 (3.4), 
therefore 
Q(y)=O. 
But this implies 
ty=O. 
If we define 
by 
Le(z)=tz, 
then from 13.1 it follows that 
Kernel (Lt) =Image (Lt). 
But then 
dim Image (Lt) =! dim E1. 
If z E E+, then 
z o z=Q(z)xl (3.9). 
Now z=a-c for some cEO, hence 
Q(z) = !Q(a-)Q(c) (3.8) 
= lQ(a-)Q(e)-lN(c), 
where N is the normform on 0. As N(c)=O implies c=O, Q(z)#O for 
But then 13.1 says: 
z EE+, z#O ~tz#O. 
Hence Lt is a 1-1 linear mapping of E+ onto Image (Lt). As 
c-+ a-£ 
is a 1 - 1 mapping of 0 onto E +• we see, that the points on the line t 
are in 1-1 correspondence with the elements of 0. In fact, 0 gives a 
coordinatization of t, if we consider t as the point at infinity on t. Hence 
we have proved: 
(13.2) If t E Eo, Q(t) = 0, then the points on tare t and all points of the form 
v=u+y o y+y, 
where y o y = l.t. These y form a linear subspace Et of E1 of dimension = 
!dimE1• 
c-+ t(a-c) 
is a 1- 1 linear mapping of 0 onto Et. 
14. Now suppose A induces on f!!Jc a structure of hyperbolic plane. 
Then there exists an element x E A with x2 = 0. We may suppose ux = 0 
for a primitive idempotent u (3.25), i.e., in the Peirce decomposition 
with respect to u we have 
x EEo, x#O, Q(x)=O. 
29 Series A 
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Now the restriction of Q to Eo is equivalent with ~2 + !XN(c) (see section 5). 
This form must represent 0, hence 
where "(!X) denotes the norm class of !X. 
In section 5 we have mentioned that the possible values A of Q(a+) 
are such that the restriction of Q to E1 is equivalent to 
A(N(c) + !XN(c')). 
If "(!X)="(-1), the restriction of Q to E 1 must be equivalent with 
A(N(c) -N(c')). 
As this is a form of maximal index, A can take any value =1- 0. So we 
may suppose 
"(Y3) ="( -1). 
As Y3 = Q(a-), there must exist a c E C such that 
Q(a-)= -N(c). 
Now from section 3 follows that 
Q(e) = !Q(a+)Q(a-) = - !N(c). 
Hence 
Q(c)=Q(e)N(c)= -!N(c)2. 
So, if we take d=-4N(c)-lc, then 
Q(d)= -4. 
But then 
a+d E E-, 
Q(a+d) = !Q(a+)Q(d) = -1. 
As a- can be taken arbitrarily in E- such that Q(a+)Q(a-) =1- 0, we may 
suppose Q(a-)= -1, i.e., y3= -1. Thus we have proved 
(14.1) Given a composition field C, there is exactly one structure of hyper-
bolic plane on f?/Jc, viz., that defined by the Jordan algebra of matrices 
A(C; 1, 1, -1). 
15. In the previous section we have seen: if u is an idempotent point, 
then u is an outer point if and only if "(!X( u)) = "( - 1), where !X( u) is such 
that the restriction of Q to Eo, in the Peirce decomposition with respect 
to u, is equivalent to 
Now let u, v, w be three idempotent points which are mutually ortho-
gonal, i.e., (u, v) = (v, w) = (w, u) = 0, and suppose u and v are outer points. 
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Then u(a(u))=u(a(v))=u(-1). Now we can suppose u,v,w to be in 
the form of 3.24. Then we can take 
Hence 
This implies : 
a(u)a(v)a(w) = l. 
x(a(w)) =x(1). 
To ensure that w is an inner point we must require that u(1)~x( -1), 
i.e., that - 1 is not a norm. So we have shown: 
(15.1) If there is no element c E C with N(c) = -1, then for any three 
orthogonal idempotent points u, v, w we have: if u and v are outer points, 
then w is an inner point. If, conversely, there are some three orthogonal 
points u, v, w such that u and v are outer points and w is an inner point, 
then there is no c E C with N(c) = -1. 
16. Let u be an inner point in the hyperbolic plane &c. Then the 
restriction of Q to E 0, i.e., 
is anisotropic. As we have seen, this means u(a) ~u( -1), where a=a(u). 
The restriction of Q to E 1 is then equivalent to 
A.(N(x2) + aN(xa)), 
where A.=Q(a+)· Hence the restriction of Q to T, i.e., the orthogonal 
complement of e, u and xr, is equivalent to 
aN(x1) +A.N(x2) + aA.N(xa). 
But in the hyperbolic case this form is also equivalent to 
N(x1) -N(x2) -N(xa), 
as follows from 14.1. Now 
N(x1)- N(x2) ,..._, aN(x1)- aN(x2), 
as it is a form of maximal index. Hence the restriction of Q to T is, by 
Witt's theorem, equivalent to 
aN(xl)- aN(x2) -N(xa). 
Then, again from Witt's theorem, it follows that 
A.N(x2)+aA.N(xa) ,..._, -aN(x2)-N(xa) ,..._, -aN(x2)-a2N(xa) 
So 
( 16.1) ( -A.-la)(N(x2) + aN(xa)) ,..._, N(x2) + aN(x3). 
Now we ask, under what conditions every line through u will meet 
the conic. Such a line has the form v, where 
v=t(e-u)+xl, x1 EEo, Q(xl)=i· 
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Now 
(see section 5). Hence the statement: "every line through an inner point 
u meets the conic" is equivalent to 
x(<X)#x( -1) ==;.. x(<X)x(Q(a+))=x( -1), 
where <X=<X(u). Now A.=Q(a+), hence x(Q(a+))=u(A.-1), so 
x(<X) # u( -1) ==;.. x(A.-1<X) = u( -1). 
If we denote the restriction of Q to E1 by F, then the possible values 
of A.-1<X are those for which formula 16.1 is valid. Hence if we take 
-A.-1<X=f-t, we must have 
From 5.1 it follows that the possible values of f-l are the possible 
spinornorms of the restriction of Q to Eo. Now the group of those spinor-
norms is generated by the spinornorms 
a( -Sa), 
where Sa is the reflection with respect to the hyperplane (a, x) = 0 in E 0• As 
a( -Sa)=Q(a) mod (K*)2, 
the group of the possible values of f-l mod K*2 is generated by the elements 
Q(a) mod K*2, a E E 0• 
Hence the statement (*) is equivalent to the following one: 
a E Eo=*" Q(a)=N(c) for some c E 0. 
This must be true if u is an inner point, i.e. if <X# -N(c) for every c E 0. 
In the matrix representation of A we have 
Then 
Therefore we have: 
0 
~ ~). 
-~ 
either -<X= N (c) for some c E 0 or for every ~ E K and x E 0 there exists 
a c E 0 such that ~2 + <XN(x) = N(c). 
Taking ~ = 0 and x = 1, we obtain from this: 
(a) for each <X, -<X=N(c) or <X=N(c) for some cEO. 
If we suppose that -1 is not a norm of any c E 0 ( cf. 15.1 ), then - N(c1) 
is not a norm. Hence, if we take <X=N(c1)-1, x=c2, ~= 1, then we obtain: 
there is a c3 E 0 such that 
(b) N(c1)+N(c2)=N(ca). 
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From (a) and (b) it follows, conversely, that if -tX#N(c) for every 
cEO, then 
~2+1XN(x)=~2+N(c)N(x), for some cEO 
=N(c) {N(~c-l)+N(x)} 
=N(c) N(y), for some y E C 
=N(z) , for some z EO. 
If we define in K: 
~>0 if there is an x EO, x=?O, such that ~=N(x), 
then (a) and (b) say that we thus define an ordering of K in which the 
elements ;;;. 0 are the possible values of the normform N on C. Thus we 
have proved: 
(16.2) If -1 =?N(c) for every c E 0, then every line passing through an 
inner point meets the conic if and only if K is an ordered field such that 
the possible values of the normform Non Care the non-negative elements of K. 
17. In a hyperbolic plane flJJ c we consider the group of projectivities 
which leave invariant the quadratic form Q, i.e., the hyperbolic group. 
Two idempotent points u and v are conjugate under this group if and 
only if x(tX(u)) =x(tX(v)) (10.1). The possible values of x(tX(u)) are the 
possible normclasses of the restriction of Q to T (see section 5), hence 
of the form 
N(x1) +N(x2) -N(xa). 
This form being indefinite, x(tX(u)) can take all values of K* JN(C*). 
The outer points are the points u with x(tX(u)) =x( -1). Hence we 
have, taking also 10.1 into account: 
( 17.1) The hyperbolic group is transitive on the points of the conic and 
on the outer points. It is transitive on the inner points if and only if K* JN(C*) 
consists of exactly two elements. 
18. We consider a hyperbolic plane &c in the case that K is an ordered 
field such that ~;;;.0 ~ ~=N(c) for some cEO. Then K*JN(C*) consists 
of exactly two elements, viz., x(1) and x( -1). 
If u is an inner point, every line v through u meets the conic (16.2). 
This means that every point v with (u, v) = 0, i.e. every point of the form 
v=!(e-u)+x, XEEo, Q(x)=i, 
is an outer point. 
We now ask which are the other outer points. As u is an inner point, 
x(tX(u))=x(1). Now, if 
t=u+!Q(y)(e-u)+y o y+y, y E E1, Q(y)=? -1, 
then 
x(tX(t)) = x(Q(y) + 1) x(tX(u)), 
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as we have seen in section 5. Hence tis an outer point if and only if 
Q(y)= -1-N(c) for some c EC. 
But these are exactly the y for which 
Q(y)< -1. 
So we have proved: 
(18.1) Let K be ordered such that ~:;;..0 if and only if ~=N(c) for some 
c E C. If u is an inner point, then the outer points have the following form 
in the Peirce decomposition with respect to u: 
v=!(e-u)+x, x EEo, Q(x)=i· 
t = (Q(y)+ 1)-l(u+!Q(y)(e-u) +yo y+y), y E E1, Q(y) < -1. 
From this theorem, 15.1 and 12.3 it follows easily: 
(18.2) Let K and C be as in 18.1. Then through an outer point pass lines 
which meet the conic in at least two points, lines which are tangent to it 
and also lines which do not meet it. 
19. Suppose again K is ordered such that ~> 0 if and only if ~=N(c) 
for some c E C. 
We now define a hyperbolic geometry in the hyperbolic projective 
plane 9c. 
Definition: H-point=inner point. 
H-line=line which meets the conic in at least two points. 
Then it follows from the results of the preceding sections: 
(19.1) (a) Every line through an H-point is an H-line. 
(b) Every H-line contains infinitely many H-points. 
(c) Two orthogonal H -lines have an H -point in common. 
Proof. (a) follows from 16.2. 
(b) is proved as follows: let the H-line ii contain the point u. Then 
v=!(e-u)+xi> X1 EEo, Q(x1)=i· The H-points on ii are the points 
t=(Q(y)+1)-l (u+!Q(y)(e-u)+y o y+y) 
with 
Q(y)> -1 
and 
(v, t) = iQ(y) + (x1, yo y) = 0. 
From the last formula it follows by 4.6 
yo y= -Q(y)x1. 
This is certainly true if (and only if) 
y E E-, Q(y)> -1. 
As the field K is ordered, there are infinitely many of such points. 
(c) follows from 15.1. 
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20. We want to give here some examples which illustrate the results 
of the preceding sections on hyperbolic geometry. We encountered there 
the following conditions : 
(i) N(c)#-I for all cEO; 
(ii) K* fN(O*) has order 2; 
(iii) K is ordered and ~ E K is positive is equivalent to ~ E N(O*); 
(i) occurred in (I5.I) in connection with polar triangles; (ii) occurred 
in ( I7 .I) and is equivalent to the transitivity of the hyperbolic group 
on inner points; by sections I8 and I9 (iii) ensures that the hyperbolic 
geometry over 0 has nice properties. (iii) is the strongest condition; it is 
clear that (iii) '* (i) and (iii) '* (ii). We want to show that there are 
no other implications among conditions (i), (ii), (iii), for the different 
types of composition algebras. It suffices to prove that (i) #> (ii) and 
(ii) #> (i). 
Now for O=K, we may take O=Q (= field of rational numbers). 
There clearly (i) is valid, but (ii) is not. A finite field F p with p = 4k +I 
gives an example where (ii) holds, but (i) does not hold. 
Now let [0 : K] = 2. An example where (i) holds and (ii) does not 
hold is given by K = Q, 0 = Q(V -I). The non-validity of (ii) follows, 
e.g., from the fact that any prime p=4k+3 is outside N(O*). An example 
where (ii) is valid and (i) is not is obtained by taking for K a p-adic field 
Qp and for 0 an unramified quadratic extension of Qp. Then any unit 
of Qp is a norm, in particular -I, but (ii) holds, as is well known. 
Next let [0 : K] = 4 or 8. Take for K an algebraic number field. Denote 
by S the set of places of K (finite or infinite) such that Op=O ®KKp 
(Kp=local field corresponding to p) is not split. S is a finite set. Let 8 
be the number of real places contained in S. If [0 : K] = 4 then S can 
be any finite set of places of K with even cardinal number. If [0 : K] = 8, 
Sis a subset of the set of real places of K. Now assume that 8>0. By 
Hasse's theorem on representation of numbers by quadratic forms, 
(i) holds. Another application of Hasse's theorem shows that K* fN(O*) 
is now a finite group of order 28 (in these two applications of Hasse's 
theorem one has to make use of the fact that for finite p, N(x) =IX is 
solvable for allGX E Kp* with x E Op*). So if 8> I, (i) holds, but (ii) does not. 
We now indicate a construction of examples where [0 : K]=4 or 8 
and where (ii) is true, but (i) is not. Let k be an algebraically closed field 
of characteristic not 2 and let K be the field of formal power series 
over k in three variables X1. X 2, Xa. From [I5] it follows that any 
quadratic form in 9 variables over K is isotropic and that there is exactly 
one equivalence class of anisotropic quadratic forms in 8 variables over K. 
Now consider the quaternion algebra 0 over K with norm form 
N(x)=(~12+X1~22)+X2(~a2 +X1~42) (the ~t are suitable components of 
x E 0). N is anisotropic over K, so 0 is a division a]gebra. Moreover Xa 
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is not represented by N, so K* JN(O*) has order ;;;. 2. But if £X, {3 E K* are 
not represented by N, then the quadratic forms N(x) -£XN(y), N(x)- {3N(y) 
in 8 variables are both anisotropic, hence are equivalent. By Witt's 
theorem it follows that £X{3-1 E N(O*). This implies that K* jN(O*) has 
order 2. So (ii) holds. But (i) does not hold: for N(x)= -1 is solvable 
with E1 =V -1, E2=Ea=E4= o. 
A similar construction with four instead of three variables gives the 
example for [0 : K] = 8. 
Finally we shall give some examples of division algebras 0 satisfying 
condition (iii) and with O=i=K. These show that one can get orderings 
of K which are more general than those in which squares and positive 
elements coincide. 
As an example where [0 : K] = 2 we take for K the field of formal 
power series in one variable X over a real closed field k and we take 
0 = k(V- X). It is easily verified that 0 and K satisfy (iii). X> 0 is not 
a square in K. 
Next, let K be an algebraic number field with exactly one real place q. 
Let 0 with [0: K]=4 or 8 be such that Oa is not split. Hasse's theorem 
shows that .; E K is represented by N if and only if .; > 0 in Kq. It follows 
at once that (iii) holds. 
For such a 0 one can develop, according to the preceding sections, 
a nice hyperbolic geometry. In particular we may take for 0 the classical 
quaternions or octaves over the rational numbers. 
(To be continued) 
